Dark spot syndrome, also called dark spots disease, was first reported in 1990 in the Rosario islands off the Colombian coast (Solano et al. 1993) . Since then it has been observed throughout the Caribbean, affecting primarily the species Stephanocoenia michelinii, Sidereastrea siderea and Montastraea annularis (Gil-Agudelo et al. 2004 ). The syndrome is characterized by darkened areas in the middle of normal tissue and/or along coral margins. These areas may expand over time and form a depression in the coral skeleton, with subsequent tissue necrosis and colonization by algae. Causal pathogen(s) are yet to be identified.
In Bonaire, dark spot syndrome was first observed in 1997 (T. J. Goreau, personal communication) and has remained widespread since. However, it may have been present for longer time periods. What appears to be dark spot syndrome has been observed on several S. michelinii colonies from black and white photographs taken in 1974 in Bonaire (Fig. 1) . This observation suggests that dark spot syndrome may have been present on coral reefs at least 23 years before its first sighting in Bonaire and 16 years before its first published report in the Caribbean.
Many diseases or syndromes may have occurred on coral reefs long before the multiplication of ''new'' disease reports during the 1990s. At that time they may have been classified as mortality rather than disease, misidentified as another disease, or simply have gone unnoticed. The relatively old occurrence of several coral diseases suggests that pathogens were present on reefs well before diseases became widespread. This emphasizes the importance of lowered coral resistance and increased pathogen virulence, as opposed to the introduction of new pathogens in the recent spread of coral diseases.
